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With the ICC’s two biggest tournaments falling in the same year this has been a commercially challenging 12 months. Through astute recruitment and meticulous planning the Commercial department has been able to effectively manage these events while working closely with new and existing partners. Left to right Campbell Jamieson Chris Nockels Martine Mileti Warren Deutrom Chris Tetley



Key events: ICC Cricket World Cup 2003 ICC Champions Trophy 2002 Implementation of the ICC ‘Look’ program Event management Emirates Airline partnership Tournament sponsors TV coverage



Emirates Airline partnership Emirates Airline has a long-standing association with international cricket and this position has been reaffirmed with the signing of a three-year multi-million dollar agreement with the ICC in July 2002. The deal sees Emirates become the official sponsor of the top international officials, now known as the Emirates Elite Panel of ICC Umpires and Referees, who officiate on all Test Match and One-Day International cricket. Emirates also supports the next generation of aspirant umpires on the Emirates International Panel of Umpires and is the Official Airline to the ICC, transporting all ICC staff, Directors and committee members to meetings and umpires and referees to matches.



ICC Cricket World The highly respected weekly television show ICC Cricket World completed its first series prior to the ICC CWC 2003, and the ICC will be looking to build on its successful launch later this year.



Marketing Forum In June 2002 the ICC held its first ever Marketing Forum. Delegates from all Full Member boards attended the two-day event held in London. Key-note speakers included Dr Ali Bacher, Executive Director of the ICC CWC 2003 in South Africa and Alex Johnson from PR company Freud Communications who addressed marketing in a tournament context and the larger issue of sports marketing. Digvijay Singh from World Sport Nimbus and Swee Sin Wu from Octagon CSI provided insights into broadcasting sponsorship and merchandising. The new concept of bringing the Member countries together to pool ideas and expertise was well-received and will become a regular part of the ICC calendar with a Financial Forum to take place in June 2003.



ICC Event Team The ICC’s long-term deal with Global Cricket Corporation (GCC) means that the ICC has taken on a more active role in the management of its events and this necessitated the creation of a dedicated Event team, incorporating Cricket Events Manager Warren Deutrom and Event Co-ordinator Chris Tetley. Trudy Clark, who fulfills a similar position at the Australian Cricket Board, was seconded to the ICC to be an event coordinator for the ICC Champions Trophy 2002 and ICC Cricket World Cup 2003.



ICC Partnerships The following agreements have been entered into over the course of the year: AJ Sports



Official clothing supplier to the ICC.



Emirates Airline



Official sponsor of the Elite Panel of ICC Umpires and Referees and Official Airline to the ICC.



Getty Images



Official Photographer to the ICC.



Octagon CSI



Responsible for the management and exploitation of the ICC’s video archive.
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The team was responsible for overseeing the management of the events including the implementation of a new ICC ‘Look’ program for the ICC Champions Trophy 2002 in Sri Lanka and the delivery of commercially clean venues. The introduction of a consistent ‘Look’ for ICC events is a vital part of ensuring the long-term commercial success of international cricket within the framework of the ICC’s relationship with GCC. For the ICC Cricket World Cup 2003 the team was bolstered to 12 with the addition of Macky Dudhia (Host Liaison), Lynn Naude (Brand Co-ordinator), Barbara Kokonya (Host Liaison in Kenya and Zimbabwe) and six locallyappointed assistants. Professional management of the identity of the ICC CWC 2003 means that the tournament can be legitimately regarded as the third biggest world sports event behind the Olympics and the FIFA World Cup.



Approved merchandise ICC CWC products proved to be popular with fans.



Match action Key sponsors received prominent coverage on match days.



The introduction of a consistent ‘Look’ for ICC events is a vital part of ensuring the long term commercial success of international cricket. 2002-03 ICC Annual Report and Accounts
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Global Cricket Corporation



ICC Champions Trophy 2002



ICC Cricket World Cup 2003



In June 2000 the ICC, on behalf of all its Members, signed a US$550 million agreement with Global Cricket Corporation assigning the commercial rights for the major ICC competitions until 2007.



The ICC Champions Trophy replaced the ICC Knockout in the international cricket calendar. The biennial event had a new format in 2002 with 12 teams split into four groups. The 15 matches were watched by a record number of spectators in Sri Lanka while the TV audience was the largest ever for this tournament.



From 9th February to 23rd March 2003, 14 teams competed in South Africa, Kenya and Zimbabwe for the ultimate prize in international cricket, the ICC Cricket World Cup. The biggest and most successful ICC CWC ever saw Australia retain the title with victory over India in the final.



The ICC CT 2002 generated record revenues for a cricket event outside the ICC Cricket World Cup. All profits from the event are invested in cricket development in the ICC’s Full, Associate and Affiliate member countries.



The ICC CWC 2003 had the most ever sponsors for an international cricket event. The two Global Partners - LG Electronics and Pepsi - have already signed up for the ICC Cricket World Cup 2007. The Official Sponsors of the event were Hero Honda and South African Airways and there were also six regional sponsors - Hutchison, MTN, South African Breweries, Standard Bank, Toyota and Vodafone.



The deal provides the ICC and its Member countries with financial guarantees that will allow cricket to maximise its commercial returns and invest in the development of the game.



Far-reaching benefits



Sponsors



The ICC CWC 2003 was the most commercially successful ever.
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The sponsors benefited from the ICC delivering for the first time commercially clean ICC CWC venues and unprecedented levels of anti-ambush marketing protection, which allowed them to leverage a maximum return on their considerable sponsorship of the event. As well as making significant investments in sponsoring the event, these companies supported the official marketing program and undertook a number of cricket-related initiatives of their own. LG Electronics unveiled the World’s Largest Cricket Bat and a Pepsi competition gave lucky youngsters the chance of a lifetime to join the captains on-field at the coin-toss.



Broadcasters Octagon CSI, the host broadcaster appointed by GCC, assembled the biggest ever production team for a cricket event which included seven Outside Broadcast Units that covered the 15 venues in three different countries. Broadcasting preparations at the venues began only 10 months before the start of the tournament and required 400 staff, 2500 flights and 9500 hotel rooms. Octagon CSI produced a TV graphics package that included a permanent onscreen ICC presence and gave prominence to the tournaments zebra-inspired logo. Look program The ICC CWC 2003 had purpose-built scoreboards and a strong tournament identity.



Lucky winner A young fan joins the captains for the toss.



Matches were broadcast live in all major continents with an estimated global audience of over a billion. Countries in which the ICC CWC 2003 telecast was available:



North America - USA and Canada



Central America - all countries including Mexico South America - all countries including Brazil and Argentina Caribbean - all countries Europe - over 40 countries including United Kingdom and Eire, Netherlands, Norway, Russia, Greece and Spain Africa - all countries including South Africa, Kenya and Zimbabwe Middle East - over 10 countries including UAE, Jordan and Israel Asia - major countries including India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka East-Asia Pacific - major countries including Australia and New Zealand



Merchandising A strong tournament identity enabled the ICC to offer an extensive event merchandising collection. Approved merchandise ranging from leisurewear to stationery to sun cream was sold at venues and through official vendors. All merchandise had to conform to the rigorous standards and values associated with the Event logo and identity which were enforced by the ICC’s Brand Coordinator for the event.



The year ahead This has been a busy year of strong commercial growth and event management for the Commercial department. The next year includes one major ICC event - the ICC U-19 Cricket World Cup in Bangladesh - so much of the focus will be on reviewing the past year’s events, and consolidating the ICC’s commercial base. A need has been identified to appoint a permanent brand manager and a sponsorship sales and servicing manager. There are also a range of commercial properties that the organisation will be looking to exploit.



Mighty blade The World’s Largest Cricket Bat.



TV coverage The graphics package used by broadcasters.



Despite prevailing market conditions the past year has seen the staging of the two most commercially successful cricket events ever. With the financial surety provided by the successful delivery of the GCC deal, the ICC has strong foundations from which it can continue to effectively serve the needs of cricket around the world and develop the game from its grassroots to the highest level.
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Left to right Dawn Green Faisal Hasnain Jackie Hung



Cecilia Ullah



Over the course of the last 12 months, the ICC has laid firm foundations for the development of an infrastructure geared towards efficiently managing the global finances of cricket and providing financial assistance, advice and support to its Members within a transparent and robust internal control environment.



Developing a formal Financial Control function



Key events in 2002-03: Safeguarding the financial future of international cricket Development of a formal and distinct Financial Control function Redesigning the ICC budget process and Management Information Systems Managing the finances, budgets and accounts for the ICC CT 2002 and ICC CWC 2003 Setting up the ICC Audit Committee and the ICC Internal Audit department



This year has seen two new staff join the department. This has allowed the quick introduction and implementation of internationally recognised work processes and financial management policies.



Financial fundamentals The ICC financial fundamentals remain strong. The year end Balance Sheet footing is US$161 million, mostly represented by cash investments, and is therefore extremely liquid. The amount of Members’ equity is US$22 million, out of which US$18 million has been earmarked for cricket development in Associate and Affiliate member countries.



Alan Gillett



The financial impact of the two major cricket events is reflected within the Income statement. This highlights that US$194 million has been allocated for distributions to our Members from tournament proceeds and profits. Out of the ICC’s total core operational expense base of US$22 million, 26% was spent on cricket events and 27% on Development. The balance included expenses towards managing our commercial program, the Anti Corruption Unit, maintaining the Emirates Elite Panel of ICC Umpires and Referees and central administration costs.



When Faisal Hasnain was appointed as Chief Financial Officer in March 2002, it was apparent that the organisation required dedicated resources to fulfil the extensive financial mandate expected of and consistent with its role as the governing body of a major international sport.



Dawn Green and Jackie Hung took up positions in the IDI office in Monaco as accountant and book-keeper/admin assistant. ICC Financial Control also welcomed its first secondee Saif Qidwai to London while accountant Cecilia Ullah was away on maternity leave. As a result of this formation of a formal Financial Control function, the ICC Finance and Marketing Committee was dissolved in May 2002. The production and reporting of consolidated management accounts has been revised from a quarterly to a monthly basis, which in turn enables management to make better-informed financial decisions based on up-to-date information. The department has also been working to formalise elements of the ICC Group structure and ensure legal and regulatory compliance in London, British Virgin Islands and Monaco. The majority of investment and cash flow management decisions are now taken by the CFO within guidelines laid down by the Board. This saves time and promotes further efficiency. Though a predominantly new department, the progress made over the last 12 months has been of substantial benefit to the financial administration of international cricket. ICC Revenues year on year USD (000) 2003 2002
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224,706 9,765 21,120



2001 2000



636
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ICC budgeting process and MIS



Tournament accounting



The way forward



The year has seen the introduction of a more accountable budgetary process which will allow closer monitoring of every aspect of ICC’s financial operations through a Management Information System (MIS).



During the year, the Financial Control department effectively controlled and managed the tournament budgets, audit and accounting for the ICC Champions Trophy 2002 and the ICC Cricket World Cup 2003. In completing this process, a blueprint was established for future tournament accounting.



The ICC has held its two most important tournaments in the last 12 months and from a financial perspective both have been a success.



There are now clear cost centres for all areas of the organisation, helping department heads to control costs and plan more effectively. This will also help to give senior management early warning signals should matters be deviating from plan. New processes, procedures and controls have been implemented that now allow the ICC to cater to, service and add value across the entire spectrum of its financial operations, both internally and externally. This includes the ICC Development Program, Associate Member country financing, finances relating to Full Members, tournament accounting and special ad-hoc projects required by the CEO, Cricket Committee - Management or the Board of Directors. A detailed financial report is prepared and presented to the IDI Board each quarter by the CFO.



ICC 2003 total expenses      



Payments to Members Cricket Events Development Program Anti Corruption Unit Umpires & Referees Other Operating Expenses



89% 3% 3% 1% 1% 3%



Cricket Events Development Program Anti Corruption Unit Umpires & Referees Other Operating Expenses



The ICC has set up a formal Audit Committee whose role is to scrutinise all risk areas and matters concerning the Internal Control environment. The Committee comprises Sir John Anderson (NZC), Percy Sonn (UCBSA) and Oliver Stocken (independent member). The meetings of the Audit Committee are also attended by the CEO, the CFO, the ICC Internal Auditor and the external Auditors (PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP) Alan Gillett was appointed as the ICC’s first Internal Auditor in October 2002. His role is to work independently of, but closely with, the Financial Control department, monitoring all aspects of the financial and other risk areas and checking for compliance with relevant internal and external policies. A formal internal audit plan has been approved and internal audit reports circulated to the CEO and to the ICC Audit Committee.



The ICC Financial Control department is developing close working relationships with the individual finance departments of its member boards and has started interacting closely with them to discuss and address matters of common interest. The next step in this process will be the inaugural ICC Financial Forum to be held at Lord’s in June 2003 to which all Full Members are invited to send a delegate. Now that the ICC has a dedicated financial infrastructure in place, work will begin on the development of a comprehensive road map for the analysis of finances in world cricket, leading to recommendations which will enhance the financial viability of the cricketing industry. It is a comfort that the ICC is well positioned to add value for all its Members and stakeholders without jeapordising the sport’s finances.



This new role has been created subsequent to a recommendation by Lord Condon in his report on corruption in international cricket in April 2001.



Prize money



ICC 2003 core expenses     



Audit Committee and Internal Audit department



Though the global sports TV rights and sponsorship market has lost some of its buoyancy, the ICC - and therefore international cricket - remains financially strong. Prudent management of financial resources and control over expenditure will ensure that this will still be the case in the years to come.



26% 27% 8% 6% 33%



Tournament winners picked up record cheques.
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commercial 

Andrew Eberhard. ReprÃ©sentant commercial [email protected] ... PrÃ¨s d'une station d'OC Transpo et d'une future station de TLR. Points saillants du ...
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commercial 

www.triumimmobilier.com. DISPONIBILITÉS AVAILABILITIES. Rez-de-chaussée. Ground floor. 2,519 pi2/sq. ft. 10,142 pi2/sq. ft. 1er étage. 1st floor. 7,623 pi2/sq.
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commercial 

CommunÃ©ment appelÃ© la Main, le boulevard Saint-Laurent est un pÃ´le culturel, crÃ©atif et innovateur unique au monde qui vit jour et nuit. Regroupant plus de 600 entreprises et organismes entre la rue Sherbrooke et le boulevard. Mont-Royal. Le 3540
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duplex commercial Ã  vendre commercial duplex for 

Triple AAA Tenant (Laurentienne Bank) on ground floor. â€¢ Corner unit with 70' with 8 parking spaces. â€¢ Close to all amenities and Highway 15 (des Laurentides).
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bÃ¢tisse commercial Ã  vendre commercial ... - eSpaceListings.com 

AccÃ¨s facile aux autoroutes 15, 20, 40 & 520. â€¢ 5 minutes walk from Snowdon metro. â€¢ Close to many amenities shops, restaurant etc. â€¢ Easy access to the ...
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duplex commercial Ã  vendre commercial duplex for 

Triple AAA Tenant (Laurentienne Bank) on ground floor. â€¢ Corner unit with 70' with 8 parking spaces. â€¢ Close to all amenities and Highway 15 (des Laurentides).
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COMMERCIAL COFFEEMAKERS 

Utilisez les poignées carrées et rondes lorsque celles-ci sont .... complètement bloqué à l'intérieur des encoches de la poignée. Remarque: Bien qu'il ne.
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Plaquette commercial 

NÃ© dans la mÃ©tropole lilloise et issu d'un groupe familial, Ramery Immobilier est un acteur rÃ©solument ancrÃ© dans sa rÃ©gion et privilÃ©gie les relations de ...
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Leadership commercial 

sa motivation. Adopter une posture conquérante. Développer un esprit conquérant. Les 4 temps de l'esprit conquérant : relationnel, stratégique, personnel,.
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Réseau commercial 

Réseau commercial. Mr Pierre LE FEUR - 08. Tél : 06.85.30.38.41 Mail : [email protected]. Départements : 09.12.19.24.31.32.33.40.46.47.64.65.81.82.
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immeuble commercial Ã  vendre commercial building for 

Agence ImmobiliÃ¨re / Real Estate Agency. 6800 ch. de la CÃ´te-de-Liesse, bureau 101. Saint-Laurent, QC H4T 2A7. TÃ©lÃ©copieur.: 514 483-6294. IMMEUBLE COMMERCIAL Ã€ VENDRE. COMMERCIAL BUILDING FOR SALE. 2488 BÃ©langer, MontrÃ©al, QuÃ©bec H2G 1E5. Es
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commercial(e) 

La sociÃ©tÃ© Tempo Grille, spÃ©cialiste en matÃ©riel temporaire de chantier recherche un(e) commercial(e) itinÃ©rant(e) b to b. CDI 39 heures hebdomadaires.
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Management commercial 

Clarifier ses missions. Le mÃ©tier de vendeur. Les besoins et attentes des commerciaux. Les responsabilitÃ©s du manager. Auto-diagnostiquer son style.
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Halo Commercial 

Clear. 80VWWHWF. 80VWWW. Reflector, 8" Vert, Open Wall Wash Gloss White. RMB22. Optional Bar Hanger (pair) with Integral Nail for. Frame Construction.
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louer commercial 

Cette publication ne constitue pas une promesse ou une offre d'achat ou de location qui pourrait lier le vendeur / locateur Ã  l'acheteur / locataire, mais une ...
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dossier commercial 

On-board data processing. Intelligent/smart sensors. UAV and ... Any other installation (at the cost of the exhibitor) should be notified in writing to. SFPT 2006 ...
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ESPACE COMMERCIAL 

promenade Sussex. Ottawa (Ontario) ... prestigieuse promenade Sussex, une rue ... Local situé à l'extrémité du bâtiment, doté de 24 pieds de devanture sur la.
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Leadership commercial 

BOOSTER LES VENTES. Adopter une posture conquÃ©rante. SÃ©quence Objectifs PersonnalisÃ©s. Ã€ partir des attentes formalisÃ©es avant la formation sur son ...
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rez commercial - SOUMAGNE 

SituÃ© Ã  deux pas de l'axe principal menant Ã  FlÃ©ron, occupÃ© actuellement par un salon de coiffure rÃ©putÃ©, cet immeuble de rapport se compose d'une surface ...
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usage mixte commercial 

11 mars 2019 - centre-ville de Gatineau, au cœur du Plateau-. Manoir des Trembles, sur le splendide boulevard Alexandre-Taché. Le domaine est reconnu ...
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Commercial CCR-53 - F6CSX 

MIL-STD-202 Method 214, Condition D (10G RMS Non Operating). Humidity: Moisture Seal Available. MTBF: 7.3 Million Hours ( MIL-HDBK-217F Fixed, 25O C, ...
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Halo Commercial Trims 

tas de montaje con los 3 ganchos retenedores del lente. 2. Empuje el conjunto del frente muerto a su lugar, hasta que los 3 ganchos encajen en su sitio.
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industriel à louer commercial 

Saint-Laurent, Québec H4T 2A7. Fax.: 514 483-6294. Agence immobilière / Real Estate Agency. ESPACE COMMERCIAL / INDUSTRIEL À LOUER. COMMERCIAL / INDUSTRIAL SPACE FOR LEASE. • Près de la rue Champ d'Eau. • Near Champ d'eau Street ... Operating expense
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À LOUER COMMERCIAL 

... office space, retail store, gym, tech enterprises, call center, etc. High ceiling (9.5'), air conditioned. Multiple washrooms, showers & change lockers, for men &.
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